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1: What you need to know about St. Peters Orchard in the town of Barton-upon-Humber
St Peter's Church is the former parish church of Barton-upon-Humber in North Lincolnshire, www.enganchecubano.com
is one of the best known Anglo-Saxon buildings, in part due to its role in Thomas Rickman's identification of the style.

After the Norman Conquest, Barton became a flourishing regional centre and the Saxon chancel was replaced
by a much larger Norman building. The Norman nave survives with side aisles extended in the C15th as the
population continued to grow. A clerestory was added to the nave and the chancel rebuilt. The church was
restored in the C19th and font, pews and pulpit date from this time. The church is now redundant and in the
care of English Heritage. The church was built on the site of an earlier Saxon cemetery. This continued to be
used for burials until Victorian times. At the end of the C20th there was a major excavation of the cemetery
and over bodies exhumed, as can be seen in these pictures taken in These gave insight into changing burial
customs as well as the health of the population. There is now a major exhibition in the nave with information
boards and displays of human skeletons, coffins and some grave goods. The Saxon tower is built of limestone
rubble with gritstone corner stones, door and window surrounds and has decorative pilaster strip work. The
base is Saxon although the top story was added by the Normans. On the south wall is a typical narrow round
topped Saxon doorway. On the north wall is a blocked triangular topped doorway. Windows are typical Saxon
windows with either round or triangular tops and a central column. They are very different to the taller
Norman windows above. At the west end is a small and very tall baptistry with small round topped windows.
The nave is tall with a clerestory. On the sides are lower battlemented side aisles and a long, battlemented
chancel. Inside it is a big church, feeling even bigger as the nave is empty. Octagonal pillars, some with carved
capitals with green men support transitional arches and separate the nave and side aisles. The exhibitions are
in the side aisles. At the west end, a Saxon archway leads into the tower, still with wooden ladder giving
access to the bell chamber. Another round topped Saxon doorway leads into what was once a baptistry, but is
now empty. The font is Victorian and stands by the south door. It has carved roundels with either flowers and
foliage or faces and stands on a plinth covered with brightly coloured Minton tiles. On the wall above is a big
benefice board. The carved wood pulpit is also Victorian. At the end of the north aisle is a small, nicely carved
wooden altar with a stone top. On the wall is a medieval piscina with a green man underneath. The beautifully
carved rood screen with fan vaulted canopy is C15th and leads into the chancel. This has heavy Victorian
choir stalls which look very uncomfortable to sit on. There would be no chance of the choir dozing off during
long sermons. At the far end is a carved wood altar and reredos with patterned tiles on the wall on either side.
This is a very attractive church. We went mainly to look at the Saxon work. The display on a thousand years
of burials was also interesting. Now in the care of English Heritage, the church is open weekends in the
summer. There is some parking below the Old Vicarage.
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2: St Peterâ€™s Church, Barton-upon-Humber
2 reviews of St Peter's Church "This is a lovely little market town very near the Humber Bridge. It boasts all the usual
facilities, library, arts centre etc. Some lovely pubs and beautiful walks.

Origins[ edit ] The church lies immediately east of the remains of a near circular enclosure which contained a
hall. An early pagan Saxon cemetery, believed to be linked with this enclosure and dated to the first half of the
seventh century, was discovered at Castledyke, south of the church, and was used to bury high-status
individuals. In Saint Chad founded a monastery in neighbouring Barrow-upon-Humber. An Anglo-Saxon
charter dated suggests that Barton became a grange attached to this monastery. At this stage, it appears to have
been reserved for burials associated with the hall and there may have been an associated chapel, although no
trace of this remains. English Heritage date the baptistery to the ninth century and the tower nave to the tenth
century. They are cut from Roman ashlars. The first floor must have been a gallery, as there are no windows at
ground floor level. The roof would have been of timber construction, probably of stepped pyramidal form, and
covered with shingles. Excavations have revealed a font base buried in the floor of the room. This was
gradually expanded in the 12th and 13th century before being largely replaced in the fourteenth century by the
present nave and chancel. One of these depicts a Green Man. It is of the midth century, with four lights and
flowing tracery, and carved against the central mullion is a rood flanked by the Virgin and St John on the other
two mullions: The clerestory dates from around The chancel was rebuilt in the second half of the 15th
century, and the east window retains fragments of early 14th-century stained glass depicting Saint George and
Saint James. This is Grade II listed in its own right, [11] as is part of the churchyard wall. This enabled him,
for the first time, to persuasively argue that a standing structure must be of Anglo-Saxon date, as the Norman
top storey of the tower was supported by two stories constructed in a very different, then unknown, style.
Ownership was taken over by the Department of the Environment. He noted that, as the building had been
examined repeatedly by architectural historians, there was little possibility of resolving the considerable
questions about its construction and history without excavations. In , he secured funding from the Department
of the Environment, and began the most extensive archaeological investigation ever undertaken of a British
parish church, [9] not completed until Some of these were dug-out logs, while some are believed to be
constructed from old boats. At least ten burials were accompanied by hazel rods, and one had a pillow of
organic material. The church was opened by English Heritage as a visitor attraction in May There are six bells
in the tower, the first or treble bell being 2 feet 4 inches in diameter, with a latin inscription. The second, 2 feet
5 inches in diameter with this inscription, "Daniel Hedersley, founder
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3: Category:St Peter's Church, Barton-upon-Humber - Wikimedia Commons
Barton-upon-Humber, North Lincolnshire, DN18 5EX This fascinating tourist attraction is home to over 2, burials dating
from Anglo-Saxon to Victorian times. Located in North Lincolnshire, St Peter's Church is both an archaeological and
architectural treasure trove waiting for you to discover.

This page gives access to all pages on the site: The parishes of Saint Nicholas, South Ferriby; Saint Maurice,
Horkstow and All Saints, Saxby-All-Saints are now part of our parish grouping, and it is hoped that in due
course they will have their own pages, possibly on this site. For many years, Barton had two churches a few
hundred metres apart, but the internationally known tenth century church of Saint Peter is no longer used for
regular worship, but is under the care of English Heritage and is open at weekends. At the weekend of
September , , thieves stole the lead from the roof of the South Aisle. Emergency measures are in place to make
the building waterproof, but reroofing will be essntial. Much of the cost will be covered by insurance, but not
all the costs. The church also needs repairs in other parts of the building. We are urgently in need of financial
support to rectify these problems. We shall of course be seeking grant support for these changes, but every
penny that visitors and friends can contribute will be very gratefully received, so that the church can continue
to serve the people of Barton as it has done for the last years. Please follow the link, or contact the
churchwardens for further details. You can visit it and adjacent churches in the area as part of the Northern
Lincolnshire Church Trails scheme. Provision has been made for level access for wheelchairs, baby carriers,
zimmer frames, and spaces are available in the body of the church for wheelchair-using worshippers. An
amplifying loop is used at services to facilitate those using hearing aids. Vistors often comment on the
lightness of the church, due to its relative lack of stained glass. The East window, however does contain a
composite panel of fragments of mediaeval glass, as shown below. In , an image of the Blessed Virgin Mary
was presented to the church by a parishioner. The Rev Gordon Plumb is thanked for many of the photographs.
Click my name for a direct E-mail link, if you have any enquiries or requests for our prayers. Please pray for
us and our work in serving Jesus Christ in Barton. Beati qui habitant in domo tua, in saecula saeculorum
laudabunt te.
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4: Barton-upon-Humber - Wikipedia
Barton-upon-Humber or Barton is a town and civil parish in North Lincolnshire, www.enganchecubano.com population at
the census was 11, It is situated on the south bank of the Humber Estuary at the southern end of the Humber Bridge.

It was declared redundant in and is now in the care of English heritage. It is now the parish church. The tall
square tower has eight pinnacles, carved balustrade round the top and tall pointed windows with pillars. Much
of the detail in the carving has been lost as a result of weathering. The nave has a clerestory roof above the
later side aisles which have large perpendicular windows. There is a large south porch with a C13th pointed
archway and a room above. Inside it is a large church with a carved stone font by the door. The arcade
separating nave and north aisle is C12th Norman and has massive round pillars supporting carved round
arches above. The south arcade and south aisle are later, dating from about The octagonal columns with
smaller pillars running up them are similar to those seen in Lincoln Cathedral. Apparently the waterleaf
capitals are quite rare. The wooden pews survive in the aisles but have been replaced in the nave by chairs.
There is a pointed arch at the base of the tower with carefully carved capitals and a carved wood screen shuts
off the base of the tower. The side aisles and chancel were stripped by the Victorians down to the stonework.
The nave has been replastered and whitewashed. All have a wooden beamed roof. Apart from a Victorian
stained glass window in the south aisle, the windows are plain glass making the inside of the church very light.
At the back of the north aisle is the chapel of St Chad with a small altar. Many of the furnishings came from
the demolished church dedicated to St Chad by Barton Haven. The people living on the Waterside were a very
close knit community and had their own church. At the east end of the north aisle is an altar dedicated to St
Thomas a Becket. To one side is a piscina. On the window ledge is a fragment of gravestone to Faith Lowe
who died in , aged There is a massive treasury chest used to store processional crosses and banners. This has
massive iron hinges and locks and was carved from a single oak tree trunk in the C14th or C15th. The altar in
the south aisle is dedicated to the Holy Trinity. There is the remains of a sedilia on the south wall. The small
window seen on the outside of the south aisle was inserted to give light onto the altar. Beyond is a C19th
organ in a wood panelled casing. The simple chancel arch has a crucifix hanging from the ceiling. Next to it a
small Victorian carved wood pulpit. The choir has kept the Victorian choir stalls. There is a simple table altar
beneath the massive east window with Gothic tracery. This has fragments of medieval glass. The floor is
covered with patterned tiles with old grave slabs around the altar. There is a lovely full size brass of Simon
Seman, a vintner who was an alderman in London. He died in and his feet rest on two barrels of wine. Close to
this on the wall is an unusual shaped memorial in the shape of a pillar dedicated to Jane Shipsea who died in
childbirth aged 22 in It has pointed arches with lovely carved heads at the base of the arches. It is furnished
with old wooden pews and has a carved altar rail and simple table altar. There is a sedilia on the south wall.
During the C18th this was a school room when the beautifully carved wooden screen separated it from the rest
of the church. This is a very nice parish church which has grown over the centuries and reflecting the wealth
of medieval Barton. It is open everyday and well worth visiting. There is parking on the road outside the
church. The post code for the church is DN18 5EZ. The grid reference is TA
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5: St Peter's Church, Barton-upon-Humber - Wikipedia
Explore this cemetery for graves, information and tombstones for names in St. Peter Churchyard in Barton upon
Humber, Lincolnshire, a Find A Grave Cemetery.

Additionally the ecosystem of the latter two provide habitats for birds, small mammals, insects and wild
plants- although maintenance regimes are more dedicated by notions of neatness than by habitat creation.
Since the late nineteenth century interment has only been in the cemetery; a part of the parish commanding
fine views over the town further down the dry valley side to the west and over the Humber Estuary across to
East Yorkshire and Hull to the north. The purpose of this essay is to; 1 Construct an overview of interment
through time. It is almost certain that between the second and fifth centuries a series of farmsteads were strung
out along the south Humber bank just above the then warpland marsh. It is likely that the household burial
plots would have been the norm with random burials for slaves, infants, etc.. The large pre-Christian Anglo
Saxon cemetery immediately east of the Old Mill Market Place excavated in campaigns between and , has
revealed a wealth of detail about inhumations from the sixth to eighth centuries and shows that burials had
become more centralised in this developing Anglian community see Bryant, , pp. The building of the tenth
century private chapel on the site of the west tower of St. Subsequent extensions to the layout plan led to an
expansion of the churchyard for throughout the Middle Ages interment was monopolised by the Christian
Church and , as one of the seven sacraments, burial took place only on consecrated ground, usually in the
immediate vicinity of the place of worship. Acquisition of burial rights may be perceived as the point at which
a chapel becomes a parish church, although the history of St. It is not the aim of this essay to detail medieval
burial practices or to explore the nature of medieval churchyards. The east-west orientation of inhumations
was standard but not universal. During the Middle Ages precise identification of particular burials was not the
norm except for high status high-income burials in the floor of the church itself or in tombs incorporated into
the furniture of the church. Common folk related to the site rather than to a particular point. Long term
concentration of burials in a constricted location in the case of St. Bones unearthed by grave diggers were
sometimes deposited in charnel houses attached to the church-few survive, St. As land rose retaining walls
were built needing a high level of maintenance. Of course not everyone would have been buried in
churchyards; battle, murder, fatal accidents, social exclusion or detachment from Church practices, could
result in random interments. Currently interments do not have to be in civil or church cemeteries, although
sites have to be approved by the local Environmental Health department. As in so many things, a solution to
the problem of overcrowded churchyards was pioneered by Napoleonic social reform. Civil cemeteries began
in France when in the newly elevated Emperor forbade further churchyard interments. Private cemeteries
began in Britain late in Georgian times- Liverpool Necropolis opened in and set the pace with planed
emparked landscape inviting perambulation and recreation. Social reformers demanded similar provision for
the poor and from the Metropolitan Interment Act onwards a series of Burial Acts gave the Board of Health
powers to establish new cemeteries and to buy up private one. Like all aspects of social culture, burial
evidence has been largely directed by fashion. Headstones, a post Reformation fashion, developed in artistry
up to the mid nineteenth century and in the twentieth century often reflected Art Nouveau or Functional
architectural styles. In reality many burials remained recorded only on parish records or cemetery authority
records. Most civil burial grounds were created under the provisions of one or more of a series of Burial Acts
passed by Parliament between and In Barton the existing burial authority took the initiative when in the Burial
Board for the parishes of St. This was presumably by the terms of the Burial Act, section 11, which
empowered churchwardens to convene a vestry meeting in parishes where no burial board had been created
but where a new burial ground was felt needed. Detailed late 19th century maps show that the site chosen was
a rectangular post Enclosure field north of Barrow Road and between Seaforth although the present house
would not have stood in to the west and to the east a narrow rectangular plot behind a small farmstead. By
early Bellamy and Hardy of Lincoln had been appointed architects and surveyors for the scheme and A.
Swanson, gardener of Barton had been contracted to plough, harrow and grass seed the 4. He was also to plant
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trees, shrubs and plants as prescribed by the architects, maintain them for a year, dig out existing hedgerows
and reduce the bank beside the road. An out of town site, but accessible and to the east was probably thought
the most appropriate although land availability may have been an issue. An early photograph of Barrow Road
shows it to have been a sunken leafy country lane. The main 12 feet wide drive and winding 4. The terrace
around the chapels was to be embanked, levelled and turfed. The site was divided into rectangular blocks,
some being consecrated by the Bishops of Lincoln to accommodate the then requirements of the Established
Church whilst the un consecrated was often preferred by the Nonconformists. There is some evidence of
disputes over the balance of allocations. Gradually burial became less denominational although a Catholic area
remains. Unusually Barton cemetery has no specific area to accommodate the preferences of ethnic minorities.
They catalogue; brick type, bond, mortar, constituents, size and colour of floor tiles, air bricks, yard asphalt,
stone dressing for doors and windows, roofing slates, ridge tiles, skimming plaster, staircase, skirting boards,
bargeboards, gutters and fallpipes. The scullery was to have a stone sink on brick piers and draining to a
modest 18 inch deep cesspool; water supply was from a well and handpump although no evidence of its
location. Late 19th Century photograph of the s cemeterymans house photo courtesy of David Lee. To the
west of a central steeple was the Nonconformist chapel, to the east the Established Church chapel; the building
retains all its original external features, is in good condition and the date plaque is still visible. The Dead
House no longer exists but on the map it is shown in the north west corner with a path leading to it from the
main drive; the man made mound on which it stood is clearly visible in the present day topography. The writer
does not know when this building was demolished, of any pictures of the building or when the chapels ceased
their original function. Presumably here the coffins were housed for viewing prior to burial. Of the access
paths shown on the map only the main drive which led to the chapels, the drive around the chapels and the
drive to the east of the chapels later extended remain hard surfaced, the configuration of some of the other
paths is still in evidence on the ground although not the two paths leading to the Dead House. Indeed a study
of headstone dates in this area and of the map suggests that this building ceased to be accessed early on;
however the round building shown on the map figures on subsequent maps through to Hopkin proposed that
the, " Powers, duties, property, debts and liabilities of the Burial Board for the parishes of St. Mary in Barton
upon Humber The motion was eventually carried on the 1st March and in April the Clerk to the U. A Burial
Committee was appointed comprising the Chairman and six councillors, witle the Clerk had a Registrar of
Burials added to his responsibilities. Two hand written minute books survive for the Burial Committee, one to
, the other to The surviving typed minutes of Barton UDC refer to the presentation of Burial Committee
minutes, but few details are given. Map 25" to one mile, It appears to show that access to the Dead House has
been abandoned At the December meeting of the Burial Board of Barton Urban District Council it was
decided that the new extension to the cemetery should begin being used from the 1st January This extension
is clearly field , O. The archives tell the story of this acquisition. However there seems no clear archival
reference to the acquisition of plots and Again there is a clearly visible ridge defining its boundary with the
original cemetery and certain shrubs and mature trees were clearly planted here. Apparently at some
undocumented point early in the century field had been acquired although maybe the buildings on remained.
The superimposition on the map do not clarify the issue. Plans to further extend the cemetery may have begun
before the end of the Great War but by March the Burial Committee minuted its request to a local landowner,"
To quit cemetery land and he be requested to sew oats and later seeds and send his bill to the council for seeds
and labour". In September the Committee decided to tender for the palings fronting Barrow Road to be
extended to the new eastern boundary and for a new main entrance to be constructed. The fencing and
entrance gates were not erected until as a plan to site a new war memorial at the main entrance caused
revisions to the design plan. As we see the new palings were a copy of those erected in the s, and equally well
built. The palings were extended to the cottage date stone and orchard at plot The siting of the War Memorial,
the acquisition of field and the creation of a second cemetery entrance off Barrow Road was followed by the
layout of drive and paths seen on map, and today. However the exact sequence is not clear. In June a footpath
was constructed between, " The old and new cemetery", so the " tarspraying" of paths and roads in the summer
of may have just been in the original cemetery. The decision in of the annual Visiting Committee that the
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Eastern Cemetery should not be " Beautified until laid out", fuels the uncertainty. This shows the newly
extended cemetery, the location of the War Memorial Photo courtesy of David Lee. Apparently showing an
ecumenical blessing service for Barton War Memorial. The brass band are resting their instruments. The
cottage and distant trees survive. In September , and following an application made by the U. Plans had been
made by a War Memorials Committee since December but a decision to site it at the proposed main entrance
to the new cemetery was not made until July when the U. In fact a pattern book design was chosen, there being
others of very similar design in other North Lincolnshire parishes. A photograph by kind permission of David
Lee, Photographer, George Street, Barton records the unveiling ceremony; the railings not yet erected but
showing the farm house and distant shelter belt of trees, which still exist. Surprisingly as early as the minutes
show that some of the lettering had to be re-cut, this was 20 years before the names from the Second World
War were added. Palings and planters installed recently compliment the site. The Victorian Burial Acts
heralded a secular solution to an age old problem and led to the establishment in almost every civil parish of a
landscape feature of social and environmental significance. Frequently sited on the outskirts of communities
and benefiting initially from high quality planting regimes civil cemeteries became a place of resort and civic
pride. Sadly over the years notions of functionalism, minimum input and economy of maintenance have come
to predominate. In Many communities chapels of rest, headstones and trees and shrubs nearing the end of their
life are in sad repair while the area of the site in use over recent generations seems bleak and regimented. At
Barton the dereliction seen often is not far progressed although many trees and bushes are old; however the
eastern end of the site lacks biodiversity. Interestingly a group of local children recently raised funds as for an
Operation Lifestyle project and created a formal seating area at the eastern end of the site- with some planting.
Clearly the landscaping specifications prescribed by the architects for the original cemetery were generous.
Although the trees and shrubs are now in the last quarter of their natural lives they remain splendid and
diverse, a significant arboreal asset to the parish. Small ornamental trees were planted alongside the main
winding path and between it and the main drive. There was also close linear planting along the northern and
southern boundaries. The development of Barton cemetery thus exemplifies the retreat from high status
landscaping so typical of pubic places in the Twentieth Century. If the character of the original landscaping is
to be preserved a replanting management plan is long overdue. It includes an elevation of a section of new
fencing and the brick pillar where old and new fencing join. The writer has seen; swift, swallow, pied wagtail,
starling, wren, robin, blackbird, fieldfare, redwing, song thrush, mistle thrush, tits, yellowhammer, chaffinch,
tree sparrow, carrion crow and sparrow hawk. The relationship between landscape policy and biodiversity is
clear. An examination of this site, as elsewhere, reveals a complex interaction between physical, historical and
environmental factors. To neglect or abuse the landscape is to assault our environment, culture and very self.
6: Home | Barton St Peter's CE Primary School
Barton St Peter's CofE Primary School (Barton-upon-Humber) data Barton St Peter's CofE Primary School is located in
Barton-upon-Humber and falls under the local authority of North Lincolnshire. The school's religious denomination is
Church of England.

7: St Mary's Church, Barton-upon-Humber
St Peter's Church is a Saxon church which was originally built in around AD. It comprised a tower, baptistery and
chancel. Further re-building and extensions occurred in the 11 th, 14 th and 16 th Century.

8: St. Peter Churchyard in Barton upon Humber, Lincolnshire - Find A Grave Cemetery
st peter`s church - barton upon humber - england. This fascinating church and churchyard is home to over 2, burials
dating from Anglo-Saxon to Victorian times. The church is located in North Lincolnshire, England.
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9: St Peter's Church, Barton-upon-Humber - TripAdvisor
St Peter's church is an English Heritage site and I was just expecting an old church, but it was much more. This
Anglo-Saxon church is well preserved and the space inside is amazing. The church has an exhibition charting the
church's history and the boards.
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